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Towards a typology of grammatical
features
Anna Kibort

4.1 Introduction1
Classification of linguistic elements according to their inflectional form is a
key part of language description, formal syntactic theorizing, and most
computational linguistic applications, and has its roots in ancient models.
Matthews (1991: Chapter 10; summarized in Blevins 2006: 390) observes that
classical grammars approach grammatical analysis essentially as a problem
of classification: ‘[a]n utterance is divided into parts, which are assigned to
word classes and then subclassified in terms of their “accidents” or properties.’
Such properties, widely referred to as features or categories, express what is
shared by different linguistic elements, as opposed to what is idiosyncratic. In
contemporary linguistic practice, any such properties may be found labelled
as ‘morphosyntactic features’. However, if the term ‘morphosyntactic’ is to be
understood strictly as ‘relevant to both the morphological and the syntactic
component of the language’, we find on closer analysis that many such
features are not relevant to syntax, though they often encode semantic
distinctions.
For a feature, being ‘relevant to syntax’ requires involvement in either
syntactic agreement or government. The features of gender, number, and
person are typically involved in agreement, and the feature of case is typically
involved in government. If so, these are indeed morphosyntactic features.
Conversely, while in many languages the feature of tense encodes regular
semantic distinctions, it is not required by syntax through the mechanisms

1 The research reported in this chapter was undertaken within an ESRC-funded project (grant
number RES-051-27-0122) entitled ‘Grammatical features: a key to understanding language’. The
support of the ESRC is gratefully acknowledged.
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of either agreement or government. On this basis, if in a given language syntax
is not sensitive to the tense value of the verb, in hypothesizing the syntactic
rules for the language we do not have to involve tense.
This chapter investigates a range of linguistic features which can be
recognized through inflectional morphology. It offers a typology of grammatical features – distinguishing between morphosyntactic, morphosemantic, and purely morphological features – as well as clear criteria for their
identification. I begin by assuming that what we recognize as features are
meanings or functions which are correlated with different forms of inflected
words. Section 4.2 discusses some concepts which are essential for the
proposed feature typology, including agreement and government, realization
and assignment of a feature value, and systematic multirepresentation of a
feature value. Section 4.3 describes the construction of a catalogue of
possible feature realizations which provides the basis for defining feature
types in Section 4.4. Namely, after identifying the feature and its value on an
element, I ask where the feature is interpreted, and on this basis establish the
method of the realization of this feature value on the element. By comparing
and relating different methods by which feature values are realized on
different elements, I arrive at a systematic catalogue of possible feature
realizations. I then adopt a different perspective and compare features as
superordinate categories rather than individual instances of feature realizations. I demonstrate that adopting this perspective allows us to define the
three types of grammatical features – morphosyntactic, morphosemantic,
and morphological – in terms of realization options available to their values.
I also give a brief overview of possible morphosyntactic features which have
been found in the world’s languages. Section 4.5 contains a summary of the
issues discussed in earlier sections, and a heuristic for recognizing feature
types in a given language. In Section 4.6, I apply the criteria for recognizing
feature types to a set of difficult data and present a case study of Kayardild,
an extreme case-stacking language of Australia. Kayardild’s case-like inflections have been put forward as possible candidates for agreement in case,
tense, mood, and polarity. I examine the phenomena in question and
conclude that some of them are better analysed as governed cases, and
others as morphosemantic features rather than morphosyntactic features
of agreement. Finally, in Section 4.7, I draw conclusions from the preceding
discussion for the inventory of morphosyntactic features, and offer closing
remarks in Section 4.8.
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4.2 Essential concepts for a typology of grammatical features
In this section I set out some concepts which are essential for the proposed
feature typology to assist with terminological clarity.

4.2.1 Features and values
In discussion of features, labels such as ‘gender’, ‘person’, or ‘tense’ are often
used to refer both to the value of the feature and to the feature as a superordinate category. For example, the term ‘gender’ is used both for the particular
classes of nouns (a language may have two or more genders) and for the whole
grammatical category (a language may or may not have the category of
gender). Similarly, we refer to an ‘inventory of features’ (categories, or
features as such), while at the same time we talk about ‘feature checking’ or
‘unification of features’ in syntax (checking or unifying feature specifications,
that is, features and their values). However, it is important to maintain the
distinction between ‘features’ and their ‘values’ while attempting to construct
a taxonomy or typology because the characteristics or behaviour of the
feature as such will not be the same as the characteristics of a feature value.
The relationship between the concept of ‘gender’ and the concepts ‘masculine’, ‘feminine’, ‘neuter’, or between the concept ‘case’ and the concepts
‘nominative’, ‘accusative’, ‘genitive’, etc., has been referred to with the pairs
of terms shown in Table 4.1 (based on Carstairs-McCarthy 1999: 266–267,
expanded).
Following Zwicky (1985), I adopt the terms ‘feature’ and ‘value’. Although the
concepts ‘masculine’, ‘feminine’, ‘neuter’; or the concepts ‘nominative’, ‘accusative’,
TABLE 4.1 Terms used to refer to features and values

superordinate
Matthews (1972: 162; 1991: category
38–40)
Wurzel (1984: 61)
Kategoriengefüge [complex
of categories]
Bybee (1985)
category
Zwicky (1985: 372ff.)
Mel’čuk (1993a)

feature
category

Stump (2005: 50)

inflectional category

hyponym
property, feature
Kategorien [category]
(inflectional)
meaning
value
grammeme
morphosyntactic
property
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‘genitive’, etc., are all ‘values’, further questions can be asked about the relationships among them. One question concerns the partitioning of the feature space in
general between the available values (see, for example, attempts to arrive at
definitions of feature values for an ontology of linguistic description);2 another
concerns the structuring within the values available for a particular feature in a
particular language (see, for example, the structuring of gender values discussed in
Corbett 1991, or the structuring of number values discussed in Corbett 2000).
In the construction of the catalogue of the different types of feature
realization, I examine instances of feature values found on elements.

4.2.2 Features in the components of linguistic description
A first classification of features that can be proposed is according to the
component of linguistic description for which it is justified to use a particular
feature: morphology, syntax, semantics, or phonology (see Corbett this volume, Section 2.2.1). A feature operating exclusively within one component,
for example morphology, can be referred to as a ‘(purely) morphological
feature’, and so on. The term ‘morphosyntactic feature’ implies that a feature
operates across at least two components: morphology and syntax. Features
recognized through inflectional morphology are often of this type – examples
are gender or person. Typically, such features also correlate with semantic
distinctions, so in fact they interface three components: morphology, syntax,
and semantics. The aim of this chapter is to suggest a way of distinguishing
between the different types of features that involve the morphological component. In Section 4.4.1, I offer definitions of a morphosyntactic, morphosemantic, and morphological feature by referring to the realization options
available to their values.
4.2.3 Agreement and government
Both agreement and government are concepts that are necessary to describe
inflectional morphology. They are both mechanisms which demand the
realization of a feature value on an element in a clause or phrase. In agreement, as in she(sg) runs.sg, the target element (runs) carries ‘displaced’
grammatical information (sg), relevant to another element (she) (Moravcsik
1988: 90). In government, as in Polish pisze˛ ksia˛żke˛ ‘write.1sg book.acc’, the
governee element (ksia˛żke˛) carries grammatical information (acc) expressing

2 A good illustration is provided by definitions of gender and number values found in the current
version of the General Ontology for Linguistic Description (GOLD); see www.linguistics-ontology.
org/gold.html.
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the relationship it bears to another element (pisze˛), like a ‘brand mark’. Thus,
in both agreement and government the demand for the specific feature value
does not come from the target or the governee but from a ‘controller’ (in the
case of agreement) or a ‘governor’ (in the case of government). In this way,
agreement and government ‘share the characteristic of being syntactic relations of an asymmetric type’ (Corbett 2006: 8) with regard to the status of the
elements which participate in the featural dependency.
However, while the feature value of the target of agreement is determined
by the feature value of the controller, the feature value of the governee is
determined just by the presence of the governor. Concurring with Zwicky
(1992: 378) I assume that while a controller of agreement bears the feature
value it requires of its target (the feature values are expected to ‘match’), a
governor does not bear the feature value it requires of its governee. Therefore,
while government is also asymmetric with regard to the possession of the
feature specification by the elements, agreement, in contrast, is symmetric.
Despite this general principle, note that agreement mismatches may occur for
various reasons (see Corbett 2006: Chapter 5), a governor may have the
relevant feature specification coincidentally,3 and also that the presence of a
feature value may be covert due to various limitations of inflectional morphology.

4.2.4 Systematic multirepresentation of a feature value
Both agreement and government can apply to more than one element in the
clause simultaneously, which may result in multiple occurrence of the same
feature specification in the domain. In agreement, we find that an element
may control a set of targets in the clause (and beyond). For example, in a
language which has gender, a head noun may control agreement in gender
with an attributive element, a predicate, a relative pronoun, and a personal
pronoun. The Agreement Hierarchy (Corbett 1979; 2006: 206–237), which
refers to the possible domains of agreement (that is, the controller together
with its targets), captures the set of constraints on options available for
agreement.
In government, we find that an element typically governs a constituent or
unit consisting of one or more elements. The most familiar example of
government of a feature over a unit is the assignment of case to (the elements
within) a noun phrase. When a noun and its adjectival modifier are in the
3 Corbett (2006: 8, fn. 10) notes that ‘[for] example, if we have a verb which governs the genitive, a
participle formed from it may be in the genitive. The fact that this participle then governs the genitive
is still a matter of it being present, and does not depend on its being in the genitive.’
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same case, it is because the case value is imposed on both simultaneously.
Corbett (2006: 133–135) discusses the possibility of viewing this type of feature
multirepresentation as agreement and concludes that it ‘will not count as
canonical agreement, if we take seriously the issue of asymmetry’. If one
accepts the view of syntax which is based on the notion of constituency,
when the noun and its modifier are a constituent ‘it follows that we have
matching of features within the noun phrase resulting from government
(rather than agreement in case)’.4 Note that the same analysis holds for
languages which allow more than one case to be stacked – this is an important
point for the discussion of Kayardild examples in Section 4.6.
Apart from agreement and government, we find one other mechanism
behind simultaneous inflectional marking of the same information on more
than one element in the domain: semantic choice. A feature value may be
selected for a constituent or an ‘informational unit’5 – e.g. a noun phrase, verb
phrase, verbal complex, or the clause – on the basis of semantics, and the
inflectional morphology in a particular language may demand that the feature
value is realized on several elements which are members of the constituent or
unit. In this situation, multiple elements will be expressing the same value of a
morphosemantic feature simultaneously. Examples of a semantically imposed
feature value which may be realized on several elements simultaneously are:
number, definiteness, or semantic case imposed on a noun phrase (see, for
example, Givón 2001: 427), or a verbal feature imposed on (the elements
making up) a verbal complex.
In all cases where a feature value is selected for and interpreted at the level
of a constituent or informational unit, whether due to government or semantic choice, the ‘rule’ that determines which elements have to realize particular
inflections is found in the lexicon in the form of a generalization over the
relevant part of speech or a subclass within a part of speech.
It is also possible that simultaneous marking of the same information on
more than one element in the clause could be due to a semantic or pragmatic

4 A different conclusion follows for those who accept a dependency view of syntax and treat the
noun as the head of the phrase with the adjective depending on the noun (see, for example, Mel’čuk
1993b: 329, 337). Corbett (2006: 133, 135) argues that this would still be less canonical agreement than,
for example, agreement in gender because the imposed case value is not inherent to the noun; for those
who take a constituency-based view of syntax, government of case over the noun phrase is a better
analysis.
5 Evans (2003: 217), discussing Pollard and Sag’s definition of agreement (1988: 237–238) in which
they refer to ‘objects’, suggests instead using the term ‘informational entity’. He argues that in this way
we can apply it also to situations where tense, aspect, or mood are involved, not just entities such as
participants.
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choice made for each element individually for the same semantic or pragmatic
reason (‘what’s once true stays true’). In other words, the multirepresentation
of a feature value in the clause could be due to coinciding individual semantics
of the elements bearing the feature value. A clear example of this type of
multirepresentation of a feature value would be a feature of respect whose
marking could be justified semantically for every element on which it appears.
Corbett (2006: 137) remarks: ‘There are . . . languages where the existence of
multiple honorifics suggests an agreement analysis, but where it is not clear
that this is justified. It may be argued that each honorific is determined on
pragmatic grounds (and that they agree only in the sense that they are being
used in the same pragmatic circumstances).’
Finally, some instances of semantically justified multiple marking of information may, arguably, not even be an expression of a morphosemantic
feature. This applies to phenomena such as the so-called ‘negative concord’,
where, if the principal marker of information (negation) is there, it requires
the presence of the second negation marker. Arguably, the phenomenon does
not qualify to be a ‘feature’ because ‘positive’ polarity is not information that
can be assigned to a value – it is, rather, simply lack of information.6 Corbett
(2006: 29) suggests that where the selection of additional information requires
that it has to be repeated somewhere else in the clause, such instances can be
termed ‘concord’.7
The diagram shown in Figure 4.1 summarizes the defining distinctions
between agreement and government, and illustrates how syntactic space
may be mapped out with features recognized through their realizations on
elements in a domain.

4.2.5 Assignment, interpretation, and realization of a feature value
Finally, a terminological note is due on the term ‘assignment’. This term is
used commonly with reference to verbs which ‘assign case’ values. It is also
used with reference to gender values, as in Corbett (1991), who discusses
mechanisms for allotting nouns to different genders; namely, native speakers
6 In order to determine whether such phenomena are indeed not features, or whether they are
perhaps less canonical features, we would have to analyse them within a canonical framework. This
work is in preparation.
7 The term ‘concord’ is sometimes used interchangeably with ‘agreement’. The view taken here is
that it is worth reserving the term ‘agreement’ for the featural dependency that involves a controller
and a target. Since Corbett (2006: 29) suggests reserving the term ‘concord’ for a strictly non-featural
repetition of additional information in a clause, we are left with no term(s) to refer uniquely to the
distributive marking of elements of the expansion of a phrase (whether dictated by government over a
phrase or by semantic choice). However, I have not attempted to introduce new terms for the
phenomena falling within this range.
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symmetric

asymmetric

symmetric

systematic
multirepresentation

agreement

asymmetric

Possession of the feature

Status of elements involved

(no features to
manipulate)

government

FIGURE 4.1 Types of featural dependency in a domain

have the ability to ‘work out’ the gender of a noun, and models of this ability
have been called ‘gender assignment systems’.
So far, the concept of ‘assignment of a feature value’ has not been commonly used outside these two situations, even though it might be useful as a
general term to refer to the values of any feature. This idea is not adopted for
this chapter, but if it were, the locus of ‘assignment’ of a feature value would
correspond to what is referred to here as the locus of ‘interpretation’ of a
feature value. This contrasts with the locus of ‘realization’ of a feature value,
which is where we find the feature value expressed with a particular lexical
item. Hence, a case value is ‘assigned’ to a constituent – which means that it is
interpreted at a phrasal level – but it is ‘realized’ on particular elements
(nouns, adjectives) which are members of the constituent.
Note that when a gender value is ‘assigned’ to a noun, its realization on that
element is typically not overt (see also Section 4.4.3), although contextual
realizations of gender values on targets of agreement with the controlling
noun are overt.

4.3 Constructing a catalogue of possible feature realizations
In order to arrive at a morphosyntactic analysis of a clause such as (Polish):
(1)

kupił-em
dwie
buy(pst)-m.1sg
two(pl).nonvir.acc
szklanki
glasses(nonvir).pl.acc
‘I bought two pretty glasses.’

ładne
pretty.nonvir.pl.acc
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we have to know what inventory of features and values to draw from, that is,
which semantic distinctions are grammaticalized as inflectional categories in
the language, and how many value distinctions the language makes within
each feature.
Establishing an inventory of features and values for a language can be a
complex issue. An example of language in which justifying a feature requires
careful analysis is Archi (Daghestanian), where the feature in question is
person. This language has no phonologically distinct forms realizing person,
nor does the standard description of Archi involve the feature person (only
gender and number). However, agreement patterns in Archi indicate that this
language does require us to recognize a person feature, even though it is a
non-autonomous one (Chumakina, Kibort, and Corbett 2007).
There are also many arguments in the literature about the number of values
for various features in different languages. Most problems with establishing
the number of values arise either when there is conflation of forms realizing
two different values (i.e. syncretism), or when different forms realize one
and the same value (resulting in distinct inflectional classes, heteroclisis, or
deponency).
In an inferential-realizational approach to inflectional morphology, which
is adopted here after Stump (2001), the realizations of feature values are
identified by establishing a paradigm correlating inflected forms with morphosyntactic properties. The cells in the paradigm of forms associated with
a lexeme are regarded as pairings of a stem with a morphosyntactic property
(or a morphosyntactic property set), to yield an inflected word form which is
the realization of the pairing. Examples of how to establish the paradigm
for case in Russian can be found in Zaliznjak (1973) and Comrie (1986),
who discuss whether to recognize one or two genitive cases, and whether to
distinguish prepositional case from the locative; for further discussion of the
locative see Brown (2007). Examples of discussion regarding the paradigm for
gender can be found in Schenker (1955), Zaliznjak (1964), and Corbett (1991:
Chapter 6) who describes principles for determining the number of genders in
a language.
In complex gender systems, with mismatches between the number
of agreement classes of nouns and the number of inflectional forms on
agreement targets (as in Romanian, which has three agreement classes and
two target genders each in the singular and plural), Corbett (1991: 150ff.)
argues that a distinction has to be made between controller genders and target
genders. However, since target genders are only groupings that capture the
pattern of syncretism in agreement forms across the set of targets, when
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labelling Romanian gender values realized on elements it may be more
appropriate to refer to the agreement classes of nouns.8
The gender system of Polish poses a different challenge with regard to the
number of values, where subgenders (‘animate’, ‘inanimate’, and ‘personal’)
have been proposed in addition to the main genders (Brown 1998). Corbett
(1991: 163) argues that some agreement classes of nouns can be analysed as
subgenders, rather than as full genders, when they control minimally different
sets of agreement, that is, agreements differing for at most a small proportion
of the morphosyntactic forms of any of the agreement targets. Thus, a
subgender is an additional gender distinction within a minimal subset of
the paradigm.9
Having established the inventory of values to draw from, and identified the
feature and its value on the element we are analysing, we can compare the
sources of feature specifications found on different elements and begin constructing a systematic catalogue of different types of feature realization.
Paraphrasing Zwicky (1992: 369), I am going to find an appropriate place
for the differently behaving feature values in an articulated framework of
featural dependencies.

4.3.1 Contextually realized and inherently realized feature values
Following Anderson’s work on inflection types (1992: 82–83), Booij (1994,
1996) distinguishes two types of inflection: contextual – dictated by syntax
(e.g. number agreement on Dutch verbs), and inherent – not required by the
syntactic context, although it may have syntactic relevance (e.g. number on
Dutch nouns, tense on verbs). Corbett suggests that the distinction can be
applied to features in general, specifically that it ‘concerns the feature in
relation to where it is realized’ (2006: 123). Therefore, a contextual feature is

8 The controller genders in Romanian are usually called ‘masculine’ (for class I nouns), ‘feminine’
(for class II nouns), and the third, disputed gender (of class III nouns, which shares the singular form
of inflection with class I nouns and the plural form of inflection with class II nouns) is sometimes
called ‘neuter’ and sometimes ‘ambigeneric’. The latter is a useful term provided it is used not to imply
that there is no distinct gender but rather that the situation is different from the more common IndoEuropean three-gender system in that the third gender in Romanian is non-autonomous.
9 Brown (1998) suggests that the difficult case of Polish masculine personal nouns (often labelled as
‘virile’ gender nouns) can be analysed as a main gender distinction if we recognize ‘masculine
personal’ as one of the values of the main gender system, and three different values for the subgender
of animacy: inanimate, animate, and person. The person subgender can then be analysed as fusing
with masculine to create the new gender masculine personal (when it spreads to the nominative case,
and from there to agreement targets which do not realize case). After careful consideration of gender
agreement in all targets including numeral phrases, Przepiórkowski (2003) offers an alternative
hierarchy of Polish genders which includes eleven genders.
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one dictated by syntax, while an inherent feature is not required by the
syntactic context (for the particular item), although it may have syntactic
relevance.
Since both agreement and government are syntactic mechanisms that
demand the realization of a feature value on an element in a domain, feature
values determined through agreement and government can be regarded as
being realized ‘contextually’. Such feature values can also be thought of as
information that logically originates outside the element on which it is found.
In contrast, an inherently realized feature value can be thought of as information that logically belongs to the element on which it is found. Thus, features
found on controllers of agreement are inherent features, while features found
on agreement targets and on governees are contextual features.
We can now construct a diagram representing the first few subdivisions
within the catalogue of possible feature realizations. The diagram includes the
inherent vs. contextual distinction, and within the contextual realization
distinguishes between feature values determined through agreement and
those determined through government (see Figure 4.2).
Examples of contextual features of agreement are: gender – on adjectives,
verbs, pronouns; nominal number – on verbs, relative and personal pronouns; person – on verbs, and on nouns in possessive constructions; case –
on adjectives in predicate nominal constructions; respect – (honorifics/politeness markers/special agreement) on verbs; and definiteness – (non-autonomous inflection, but possibly agreement effects) on adjectives (see below).
An example of a contextual feature of government is ‘structural’ case on

Feature value
realized on
an element
Inherent
(not dictated
by syntax)

Contextual
(dictated by
syntax)

Determined
through
agreement

Determined
through
government

FIGURE 4.2 Inherent vs. contextual distinction in the catalogue of feature realization
types
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nouns or noun phrases. On the other hand, examples of inherently realized
feature values are: gender and number values on nouns, person values on
pronouns (and arguably nouns, too – though by default), and tense values on
verbs.
The following illustrate the less common features of agreement:
Case – in Polish, the genitive case value on the predicate adjective matches the
genitive case value of the quantified noun of the subject noun phrase (Dziwirek 1990: 147; Corbett 2006: 134):
(2) Sześć
kobiet
six.nom woman.pl.gen
‘Six women were sad.’

był-o
was-n.3sg

smutnych.
sad.pl.gen

Respect – languages which have agreement in respect include Muna (Austronesian), Maithili (Indo-Iranian), Tamil, and Bavarian German; the following
illustrates the use of honorific agreement markers in Maithili (Stump and
Yadav 1988; Corbett 2006: 137–138):
(3) tohar
bāp
aelthun
your.mid_hon father.hon came.3_hon.2_mid_hon
‘Your (mid-honorific) father (honorific) came.’
Definiteness – in German, definiteness of the determiner dictates the choice of
the form of the following adjective (‘weak’ or ‘mixed’ inflection). We observe
the correlation: definite articles co-occur in the noun phrase with adjectives
bearing ‘weak’ inflection; indefinite articles (and some other elements such as
possessive pronouns) co-occur with adjectives bearing ‘mixed’ inflection; and
the absence of an article correlates with the presence of fully inflected adjectives (‘strong’ inflection) (cf. Corbett 2006: 95–96). Hence, it can be argued
that we observe agreement effects (systematic covariance), though the exponence of definiteness on adjectives is non-autonomous.
Thus, a feature value can be realized contextually or inherently. When a
feature value is realized contextually, its realization is determined by the
syntactic rules of agreement or government. When a feature value is realized
inherently, its realization follows only the rules specified by inflectional
morphology which require a particular feature to be realized on a particular
part of speech or a subclass within a part of speech. A gender assignment
system, which classifies nouns into genders on the basis of their inherent
formal or semantic properties, is a set of rules specifying the inherent realization of the values of gender.
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4.3.2 Fixed vs. selected feature values
A further question that can be asked about inherently realized feature values is
whether the particular value is lexically supplied to the element, or whether it
has been selected from a range of available values. The following example
illustrates the distinction. Both gender and number values are inherently
realized on nouns; they logically ‘belong to’ nouns (in the case of gender)
or noun phrases (in the case of number) even when they are used to demand
matching agreement on targets. But they are different in that a gender value is
typically fixed for a particular noun, while a number value is typically not fixed
but selected from a set of options.10 (Counter-examples, that is instances of a
selected gender value, are multiple-gender nouns such as baby which can be
assigned any of the available English genders;11 and instances of a fixed
number value – pluralia tantum such as scissors or dregs).
Furthermore, since inherent feature values are ‘not dictated by syntax’, they
can be found on any elements, not necessarily only on controllers of agreement. Examples include features such as tense, aspect, mood, evidentiality,
voice, topic, focus, and other nominal and verbal features which can be
expressed through inflectional morphology in various languages. For the
majority of these features, the feature value found on the element is a value
selected from a range of values available in the language. So, for example, an
inflectional tense marker on a verb can be regarded as expressing an inherently realized value of the feature tense, selected from a range of options.
Thus, the catalogue of the possible feature realizations can gain another
subdivision: that between the fixed vs. selected distinction within inherent
feature realization (see Figure 4.3).
4.3.3 Semantic vs. formal basis for the selection of a feature value
Finally, one more distinction can be made within both types of inherently
realized feature values, orthogonal to the realization method itself: the distinction between formal and semantic criteria for the selection of a feature
value. The distinction between formal and semantic assignment of gender
values was proposed by Corbett (1991) to account for the criteria according to
which nouns can be allotted to genders. Corbett demonstrates that gender

10 Note that, otherwise, gender and number seem to be more similar than other features, and that
is probably why it may be difficult to define their values independently of each other. The difficulty of
counting genders in some languages is almost always due to gender’s interaction with number.
11 Note that in English the choice of gender is manifested only in agreement with pronouns.
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syntax)

Determined
through
agreement

Determined
through
government

FIGURE 4.3 Fixed vs. selected distinction in the catalogue of feature realization types

assignment systems in languages can be semantic or semantic-and-formal –
that is, the set of rules that determine the assignment of inherent gender
values to nouns refers to the meaning of words, or a combination of the
meaning of words and the form of words. There is always some semantic basis
to gender classification in any language that has the feature of gender, though
gender values can be semantically transparent to a greater or lesser extent.
Within any gender assignment system, the assignment of the gender value
to a particular noun can be attributed either to the noun’s meaning or to its
form. Where the meaning and the form of the noun conflict in terms of
gender assignment, semantic criteria may overrule formal considerations (e.g.
Russian djadja ‘uncle’, or Polish me˛żczyzna ‘man’, poeta ‘poet’, etc., have a
feminine form and masculine meaning, and they consistently trigger masculine agreement).
This distinction also proves useful when extended to other features, for
example number. Among nouns with a fixed value of number, it can be
argued that at least some (e.g. English singularia tantum happiness, poverty,
and other abstract nouns) have their inherent number value assigned on a
semantic basis. On the other hand, some others (e.g. English pluralia tantum
scissors, dregs) are assigned their inherent (and fixed) number value on the
basis of form.
In many other instances the formal and semantic criteria for the selection of
the feature value coincide (e.g. Mary is formally singular and denotes a
singular referent). Therefore, the distinction between the formal and the
semantic basis for feature selection can be considered an optional subclassification within the catalogue of feature realization types (see Figure 4.4).
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FIGURE 4.4 Semantic vs. formal distinction in the catalogue of feature realization types

4.3.3.1 Semantic vs. syntactic agreement The distinction between semantic
vs. formal criteria in the selection of an inherent feature value for an element
corresponds to a distinction proposed independently elsewhere, that of semantic vs. syntactic agreement.
We have seen that some controllers with a fixed feature value could be seen
as embodying a mismatch between their form and their meaning (e.g. scissors
or measles). However, if they trigger consistent agreement, we may conclude
that their form–meaning mismatch is resolved pre-syntactically in favour of
one of the values (either the formally determined or the semantically determined one). Hence, such mismatch is invisible to syntax. But there are
controllers for which the mismatch is not resolved pre-syntactically. Instead,
it is visible to syntax and is carried over to the domain of agreement: such
controllers induce more than one type of agreement. Furthermore, there
are controllers which trigger variable agreement with the same type of target,
and controllers which trigger different agreements according to the type of
target. Many complex and fascinating examples of variable agreement, and
conditions which favour it, are described in Corbett (2006, also references
therein to earlier work).
In his discussion of agreement controllers which induce more than one
type of agreement, Corbett (2006: 155–160) refers to the traditional distinction
between syntactic and semantic agreement:
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In the most straightforward cases syntactic agreement (sometimes called ‘agreement
ad formam’, ‘formal agreement’ or ‘grammatical agreement’) is agreement consistent
with the form of the controller (the committee has decided). Semantic agreement (or
‘agreement ad sensum’, ‘notional agreement’, ‘logical agreement’ or ‘synesis’) is agreement consistent with its meaning (the committee have decided). ( . . . ) The terms
syntactic and semantic agreement are used only when there is a potential choice. In
many instances formal and semantic properties of the controller coincide and so
agreement is both syntactically and semantically justified ( . . . ). I use the labels
‘syntactic agreement’ and ‘semantic agreement’ only when a mismatch gives rise to
a potential choice. (Corbett 2006: 155)

Furthermore, Corbett acknowledges that different features may be involved,
not just number. Thus, syntactic and semantic agreement are cover terms to
describe contrasting agreement possibilities. Controllers which have such
possibilities are referred to as ‘hybrid’ controllers. It has been observed that
the availability of agreement options for their different targets, as well as
speakers’ preferences in the choice of option, are consistent with the Agreement Hierarchy (Corbett 1979, 2006: 206–237).
It is important to emphasize that syntactic and semantic agreement are
both instances of agreement. However, in situations when their outcomes
would not coincide, syntactic agreement is regarded as more canonical, while
semantic agreement is perceived as a ‘mismatch’ of formal feature values
between the controller and the target (Corbett 2006: 24).

4.3.3.2 Hybrid controllers of agreement Typical examples of hybrid controllers are committee-type nouns in English which have a choice of agreement
options in the predicate: the committee has decided – syntactic agreement of the
predicate with the noun; or the committee have decided – semantic agreement of
the predicate with the noun, common particularly in British English (Corbett
2006: 158, and references therein).
Another representative example, illustrating a choice of gender values,
involves Russian nouns denoting professions, like vrač ‘doctor’. This noun
(and many others in its class) has the morphology typical of a masculine
noun, but can denote a male or a female. Therefore, when referring to a
female referent, the noun can trigger either syntactic (masculine) or semantic
(feminine) gender agreement in an attributive element, as well as a choice of
syntactic (masculine) or semantic (feminine) agreement in the predicate.
Corbett reports that in this context most speakers opt for syntactic agreement
with an adjective, and for semantic agreement with the verb (2006: 158, and
his earlier publications on gender).
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For hybrid controllers, there is always a choice of the feature value to control
agreement on the particular target. Therefore, I conclude that the feature value
is selected from the available range, where the range includes the feature
value based on formal criteria, and the feature value based on semantic criteria.
The choice of the former results in syntactic agreement, while the latter gives
semantic agreement. Note that elements (other than hybrid controllers of
agreement) which have their feature value selected from a set of options tend
to have the value selected on the basis of semantic criteria. This is true of most
count nouns which are assigned an inherent number value, or of nouns for
which one can select their inherent gender value (e.g. baby), or of many
different types of elements that realize a value of a morphosemantic feature
such as tense, aspect, mood, evidentiality, voice, topic, focus, and other
nominal and verbal features expressed through inflectional morphology.
Recognizing the distinction between semantic and formal assignment can be
useful for all features, not just those agreement features which participate in
agreement mismatches. Furthermore, this distinction is indispensable when
trying to explain agreement patterns (including mismatches) in a systematic way.

4.4 A typology of grammatical features
The sections above complete the account of the ways in which a feature value,
recognized through inflectional morphology, can be realized on a linguistic
element. I now take a different perspective on features and compare features
as superordinate categories. My aim is to distinguish between features which
are relevant to syntax (morphosyntactic features) and those which are not
(morphosemantic features). Also, I want to be able to relate purely morphological features to the other two types. In order to do this, I define a feature as
follows: a feature is a set of values and the available options for their
realization on linguistic elements.
The three types of grammatical features – morphosyntactic, morphosemantic, and morphological – can now be defined in terms of the realization
options available to their values.

4.4.1 Defining morphosyntactic, morphosemantic, and morphological
features
A morphosyntactic feature is a feature whose values are involved in either
government or agreement. Since agreement requires the presence of a controller which is specified for the feature value it imposes on the target, the
values of a morphosyntactic feature may be contextual (when found on
targets and governees) or inherent (when found on controllers of agreement).
Hence, a morphosyntactic feature is a set of values which have available to
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FIGURE 4.5 Realization options available to a morphosyntactic feature

them all of the options identified in the catalogue of realization types, as
shown in Figure 4.5.
A morphosemantic feature is a feature whose values are not involved in
agreement or government but are inherent only. That is, the elements on
which the values are found are not controllers of agreement. Because it is not
involved in either agreement or government, a morphosemantic feature is not
relevant to syntax. Hence, a morphosemantic feature is a set of values which
have the realization options shown in Figure 4.6 available to them.
Feature value
realized on
an element
Contextual
(dictated by
syntax)

Inherent
(not dictated
by syntax)
Fixed
(a lexically
supplied value)
Based on
formal
criteria

Based on
semantic
criteria
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through
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FIGURE 4.6 Realization options available to a morphosemantic feature
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FIGURE 4.7 Realization options available to a morphological feature

Finally, a purely morphological feature is a feature whose values are not
involved in agreement or government, and are inherent only. Furthermore,
the values of a morphological feature do not co-vary with semantic functions
(even though there may be instances of free formal variation between values
of a morphological feature). Hence, a morphological feature is a set of values
which have the realization options shown in Figure 4.7 available to them.
Morphological features have a role only in morphology (hence the possibility of hypothesising ‘morphology-free syntax’). An example of a morphological feature is inflectional class (a ‘declensional class’, or a ‘conjugation’).
Morphological features can be arbitrary; they may have to be specified for
individual lexical items, hence they are instances of lexical features. Alternatively, they may be predictable, to varying extents, from phonological and/or
semantic correlations. That is, given the phonology or semantics of a given
lexical item, it may be possible to assign its morphological feature value by an
assignment rule, rather than having to specify it in the lexicon (Corbett 2006:
122–123; for more on morphological features, see Corbett and Baerman 2006).

4.4.2 Identifying morphosyntactic features in a language
The definitions above correspond to canonical morphosyntactic, morphosemantic, and morphological features. No feature in any natural language is
expected to have values which are consistently realized in the permitted ways
across all relevant elements. However, in a given language, we recognize the
feature as morphosyntactic if its values are involved in either agreement or
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TABLE 4.2 Morphosyntactic features
participates in agreement

participates in government

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

number
gender
person
respect
case
definiteness

ü

government for any set of elements. In turn, a morphosemantic feature in a
given language is a feature which is inherent only; that is, there are no
elements (word classes or lexemes) for which it is contextual.
In the search for possible morphosyntactic features, I have found at least
one language (for each feature) in which the features shown in Table 4.2 can
be morphosyntactic. However, while some of these are typical features of
agreement or government and occur very commonly, others only rarely play a
role in syntax. The map in Figure 4.8 shows how they share out the workload
in syntax between them.

respect
definiteness

common

Participation in government
rare
not attested

gender
number
person

tense
aspect
mood
polarity
transitivity
evidentiality
diathesis/voice
other verbal features
topic
focus
wh-word dependency
associativity
collectivity

case
common

rare
not attested
Participation in agreement

FIGURE 4.8 Participation of various semantic categories in the syntax
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The categories which have not been found to participate in either agreement or government are often morphosemantic features.12

4.4.3 Gender and nominal classification
Gender is perhaps the only feature whose values, when found on controllers
of agreement (that is, the gender values inherently assigned to nouns),
typically have no overt expression in the majority of languages which have
the gender feature. There are languages where gender is marked on nouns of
all or most noun classes (Bantu languages, also Berber, especially North
Berber – Kabyle, Tashelhit, Tamazight) or on most nouns with the exception
of nouns referring to humans (many Arawak languages of South America, e.g.
Baniwa and Tariana; Alexandra Aikhenvald, personal communication). However, languages marking genders on nouns are a small minority. Perhaps the
fact that gender values are not marked on nouns may be related to the fact
that gender is also a feature in which the inherent assignment of the value is
predominantly fixed – that is, typically (even though not necessarily), most
nouns in languages that have the feature of gender have only one fixed value
of gender. Furthermore, the inherent value of gender on the noun is assigned
to it on the basis of some specific criterion, semantic or formal. Therefore, in
fact, the gender of a noun in a gendered language need not even be specified in
the noun’s lexical entry, since it can be derived from other information –
semantic, morphological, or phonological.
Because of these characteristics, the term ‘gender’ is most commonly used
to refer to classes of nouns within a language which are ‘reflected in the
behaviour of associated words’ (Hockett 1958: 231). This is also the definition
adopted by Corbett (1991), who argues that in order to define gender we have
to refer to the targets of agreement in gender, which allow us to justify the
classification of nouns into genders. In the present typology, it has been
possible to retain the special status of gender. However, the position of gender
within the typology needs to be clarified in order to enable comparisons with
other features.
As defined in Hockett (1958) and Corbett (1991), gender is exclusively a
feature of agreement. Hence, the feature is referred to as ‘gender’ in a language

12 More information, discussion, examples, and references pertaining to each feature can be found
on the Grammatical Features website which has been created as an extension to the Features project
(www.features.surrey.ac.uk, mirrored at: www.grammaticalfeatures.net). At present, the website already contains articles totalling about 50,000 words plus extensive bibliography, but it is envisaged as a
live and ever-growing resource which may, in time, become part of ‘Web 2.0’ with more direct
participation of the community.
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if it concerns the classification of the nominal inventory of the language, but
only if the inherently assigned gender values found on nouns are matched
by contextually realized gender values found on targets of agreement in
gender. If a language has a system of nominal classification expressed through
inflectional morphology, but the noun classes do not participate in agreement, the classification does not qualify as ‘gender’. With respect to syntax,
the status of such a feature is similar to the status of tense in most of the
familiar languages: an inflectionally marked feature such as tense expresses a
semantic or formal distinction, but is not relevant to syntax for the purposes
of agreement or government. Syntax does not need to know the value of an
inflectional noun classifier or inflectionally marked tense. Therefore, the
distinction between inflectional noun classification and gender is that, while
the former can only be a morphosemantic feature, gender can only be a
morphosyntactic feature.

4.5 Agreement, government, and multirepresentation – summary
In a given language, morphosyntactic features are those features whose values
participate in agreement or government. We identify a feature dependency as
agreement when an element carries grammatical information relevant to
another, and as government when an element carries grammatical information expressing the relationship it bears to another element. In contrast,
morphosemantic features are those features whose values are never found to
participate in agreement or government in the given language. Both agreement and government can apply to more than one element in the clause
simultaneously, which may result in multiple occurrence of the same feature
specification in the domain.
Apart from agreement and government, we may find inflectional marking
of the same information simultaneously on more than one element in the
domain due to semantic choice. We find that the same feature value may be
realized distributively on the basis of semantics on several elements which are
members of a constituent or an ‘informational unit’, e.g. a noun phrase, verb
phrase, verbal complex, or the clause. In this situation, multiple elements
express the same value of a morphosemantic feature simultaneously. It is also
possible that simultaneous marking of the same information on more than
one element in the clause could be due to a semantic or pragmatic choice made
for each element individually for the same semantic or pragmatic reason
(‘what’s once true stays true’). In this case, the multirepresentation of a
feature value in the clause is due to coinciding individual semantics of the
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Yes.
Does the dictating
element (normally )
have the feature
value that it dictates ?

No.
The unit (including the
element) is specified for
the feature value through
government over the unit
(e.g. case over noun
phrase). The unit may
consist of only one
element. If there are more
elements, they ‘do not
care’ about one another,
since their feature
specification does not
depend on the feature
specification of other
elements in the unit. There
is a governor element
somewhere else in the
domain which dictates the
value to the unit.
[C]

Yes.
The unit (i.e. a set of
targets, including the
element) is specified for
the feature value through
agreement. The set may
consist of only one
element. If there are more
elements, they ‘do not
care’ about one another,
since their feature
specification does not
depend on the feature
specification of other
elements in the set. There
is a controller element
somewhere else in the
domain which dictates
the value to the set (N.B.
the domain of agreement
may be larger than a
clause – for pronouns).
[D]

FIGURE 4.9 A decision tree about featural dependencies in a domain
Notes:

Re [A]: Simultaneous realization of a feature value on multiple elements is due to coinciding individual semantics.
If truly the same semantic choice is made for each element in the domain individually, it belongs here.
Re [B]: Simultaneous realization of a feature value on multiple elements is due to semantic/pragmatic
choice over the unit, not due to the semantics of the individual members of the unit. This includes the
realization of semantic case distributively within a noun phrase, as well as instances of distributive
realization of feature values at clause level (where the unit is a clause).
Re [C]: Simultaneous realization of a feature value on multiple elements is due to government imposed by
the governor over the unit of government. An example is the government of case over a noun phrase.
Re [D]: Simultaneous realization of a feature value on multiple elements is due to agreement imposed by the
controller over the set of targets (since ‘multiple targets are the same as each other’, Corbett 2006: 8).
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elements realizing the feature value. (For more detailed discussion of systematic multirepresentation of a feature value in a domain, see Section 4.2.4.)
All possible distinctions in the sources of feature realizations on elements
can be ordered along a decision tree about featural dependencies, representing
the minimum set of questions that are relevant in the process of combining
linguistic elements into phrases and clauses (see Figure 4.9). The first three
questions in the tree are relevant to morphology only, and even though the
answers in some instances may have some semantic basis, they are not
determined by semantic or syntactic choice. The next two questions are
relevant to semantics in that the answers to them depend on semantic (or
pragmatic) choice. Finally, the last question is relevant to syntax, and both
answers invoke a syntactic rule.
Note that Evans (2003: 217, fn. 15–16) refers to situations such as [A] and [B]
as ‘informational equivalence’ where there is ‘no directionality’. This corresponds to my notion of ‘symmetry in the status of the elements involved in a
featural dependency’, and ‘symmetry in the possession of the feature’ (Sections 4.3.3–4.3.4). In situations [C] and [D] there is ‘directionality’, which
corresponds to Corbett’s (2006: 8) notion of agreement and government
being ‘asymmetrical’, and to my notion of ‘asymmetry in the status of the
elements involved in a featural dependency’.
It is also important to note that there may be instances of multirepresentation of a feature value which cannot be clearly identified as belonging to either
situation [A] or [B]. Analysing respect by appealing to semantic justification
at every element that marks it is perhaps the most convincing. However,
certainly with some instances of respect, and probably with many instances of
other morphosemantic features (such as tense, aspect, or mood), attempts to
argue that the individual element makes sense semantically together with the
particular feature value may involve an undue stretching of the semantic
interpretation. We can also expect some tricky situations, as with multiple
noun classifiers in Daly languages (Australia), which can be seen as the
predecessors of agreement systems.13
This completes the outline of a heuristic for recognizing feature types in a
language. We can expect that in many familiar instances of featural dependencies it will only confirm what is already fairly straightforward to recognize.
However, we can also expect to find instances which are not straightforward
and require careful consideration. In the following sections I revisit the
difficult phenomena found in Kayardild (a highly endangered language

13 I am grateful to Greville Corbett for providing this example.
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from the Tangkic family, spoken in Queensland, Australia), in an attempt to
classify them with respect to the distinctions identified above. The main
objective of the analysis is to establish whether Kayardild does indeed have
agreement in case and, even more unusually, whether it does have agreement
in the verbal categories of tense, aspect, mood, and polarity (TAMP).

4.6 Agreement, government, or semantic choice – the problem cases
of Kayardild
Kayardild presents an extreme example of stacking case-like suffixes emanating from different syntactic levels, with some suffixes changing the word class
of their host. Most of these case-like suffixes occur multiply in the clause,
lending themselves to be considered agreement phenomena. A detailed description of Kayardild can be found in Evans’s (1995) extensive grammar,
while problems posed by Kayardild for widely accepted views of agreement
are highlighted in Evans (2003). I begin with an overview of case phenomena
in Kayardild drawing from Evans (1995), and in the following sections I
discuss each type of the multirepresentation of a feature value in an attempt
to establish whether it is dictated by agreement (as in situation [D] above),
government (as in situation [C]), or semantic choice (as in situation [A] or
[B]). My subsections 4.6.1–4.6.6 correspond to the subsections labelled in
Evans (2003) as (a)–(f).14
Evans (1995: 101–121) identifies five types of functional domain in which
Kayardild case-like suffixes operate. In the adnominal domain, a case relates
one nominal phrase to another. In the relational domain, a case relates a core
argument to the verb or a peripheral argument to the clause as a whole. In the
modal domain, a case expresses the mood/tense/aspect of the clause. In the
associating domain, a case links a nominal phrase with a nominalized verb.
And, finally, in the complementizing domain, a case applies to a whole clause
and indicates either that the clause is an argument of the matrix clause or that
‘certain marked coreference relationships exist between matrix and subordinate clause’ (Evans 1995: 101). Nominals have been found to take up to four
cases, in the following order, with the last two types of suffix being mutually
exclusive (Evans 1995: 101; see also end of Section 4.6.4 below for some further
discussion of the associating and complementizing functions of the oblique
case):

14 With special thanks to Nicholas Evans for his timely reading of the Kayardild analysis presented
here.
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--------------------------------- NOMinative-----------------------------------(LOCative)a
ABLative
PROPrietive

GENitive
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LOCative
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OBLique
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UTILitive
(GENitive)
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LOCative
ABLative
PROPrietive
OBLique
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LOCative
OBLique

ASSOCIATING
OBLique
Verbalizing Dative
Verbalizing Allative
Verbalizing Translative
Verbalizing Evitative
Verbalizing Donative
Verbalizing Purposive

FIGURE 4.10 The range of functions performed by case-like suffixes in Kayardild
a

Evans (1995: 102) notes that not every entry can be justified here (the reader is referred to Chapter 4 of his grammar
for details). Unclear cases are in brackets (the three relational cases in brackets could be treated as either adnominal
or relational; the LOCative may only be used adnominally if no other case suffix follows). Furthermore, ‘[t]he
NOMinative is an “elsewhere case”, in equipollent opposition to all other cases: it appears only where no relational,
modal, associating or complementizing case is assigned.’

(4) stem þ adnominal þ relational þ modal þ associating/complementizing
Each of the five functional domains uses a subset of the common set of case
suffixes (Evans 1995: 103). In Figure 4.10, I reproduce a diagram from Evans
(1995: 102)15 which summarizes the range of functions performed by each
suffix and diagrammatically relates their morphological order to the syntactic
15 In the original figure, Evans used the term ‘verbal case’, but in the (2003) paper he changed it to
‘verbalizing case’, in order to prevent a possible misconstrual of this type of case as a ‘case marked on
verbs’, and to emphasize the way the case-like suffix changes the word class (i.e. part of speech
membership) of its host (Evans 2003: 214, fn. 13).
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level at which they operate. Verbalizing cases, which make up a different set of
suffixes, are
partly complementary and partly parallel to the normal case system. Core syntactic
functions are always marked by normal case, as are ‘static’ functions like the LOCative;
so are all adnominal functions (which are also static). What may be broadly described
as ‘dynamic’ functions, involving change over time (e.g. change of location, change of
possession) tend to take verbal[izing] cases. Some dynamic functions, like the allative,
ablative and purposive, take either, but the verbal[izing] case is gaining ground.
(Evans 1995: 182)

Evans (1995: 103) summarizes the principles of the distribution of case marking in Kayardild in the following way:
In general case suffixes appear on all words over which they have semantic or syntactic
scope [emphasis mine – A.K.]. Adnominal and relational cases are marked over entire
NPs, and complementizing case over all words in a clause, including the verb [fn. 11:
Particles and conjunctions, and pronominal subjects under certain conditions, are
excepted ( . . . )]. The distribution of modal case is basically all NPs except the subject
and some NPs linked to it semantically or syntactically; associating case has a slightly
larger domain.

4.6.1 Multiple case marking
Among the different types of case-like marking in Kayardild, three types
correspond the most closely to familiar types of cases: relational cases,
adnominal cases, and verbalizing cases. Roughly, relational cases indicate
the core arguments of the verb and some other thematic relations which are
interpreted as being in a ‘static’ relationship to the verb; adnominal cases (also
expressing a ‘static’ relationship) relate one nominal phrase to another; and
verbalizing cases indicate thematic relations which are interpreted as being in
a ‘dynamic’ relationship to the verb (see Section 4.6 above for a citation from
Evans regarding the terms ‘static’ and ‘dynamic’).
All cases are obligatorily marked on all elements of the relevant noun
phrases, and when two different cases are assigned to one element, they are
stacked. Therefore, we have examples such as (Evans 2003: 207):
(5) dan-kinaba-nguni dangka-naba-nguni
this-abl-ins
man-abl-ins
wangal-nguni
boomerang-ins
‘with this man’s good boomerang’

mirra-nguni
good-ins
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where the ‘adnominal’ ablative case is not replaced by the following ‘relational’ instrumental case indicating a thematic relation at clause level.
On the view of case offered here (following Corbett 2006: 133–135), this type
of case marking over noun phrases, whether it functions adnominally or
relationally, can be treated as assignment of case over a constituent rather
than as agreement in case with the head noun. Instances of Kayardild relational cases expressing core grammatical functions can presumably be treated
as instances of government of case over a noun phrase (hence, situation [C]),
while other cases (relational or adnominal) can be analysed as instances of
assignment of case to a noun phrase for semantic reasons, i.e. semantic cases
(hence, situation [B]). Verbalizing cases will fall under either of these analyses
depending on their function in a particular clause.
Since the constituency view of syntax makes us see these case phenomena as
expressing a relation of the whole noun phrase to the predicate or to another
noun phrase, it is not necessary to look for a controller of the case value, and
indeed there is no element here that would function as the controller of
agreement in case.

4.6.2 Modal case
Modal cases in Kayardild, formally identical to regular case inflections,
are ‘tense-sensitive object markers’ (Evans 2003: 209, fn. 10) which participate
in the expression of particular TAMP meanings. When the relevant TAMP
meaning is selected, the modal case has to appear on all noun phrases (and all
their component elements) except for the subject noun phrase, various types of
secondary predicates on the subject, nouns denoting body parts of the subject,
and noun phrases displaying other semantic links with the subject (such as
proprietive noun phrases denoting ‘private goals’, etc.) (Evans 2003: 211).
Modal cases occur only when certain verbal categories are marked on the verb.
The verbal categories are expressed on the verb as final inflections which attach
to the verbal stem with or without further derivational suffixes (Evans 1995: 253–
255). Evans (2003: 208) provides a table summarizing the meanings of the
combinations of modal cases with verbal TAMP in Kayardild. In order to
make my exposition easier, in Table 4.3 based on Evans’s, I have changed the
order of columns16 (otherwise preserving the content of the table):17

16 The order of the columns in Evans (2003: 208) is: ‘modal case’, ‘semantic category’, and
‘corresponding verbal categories’.
17 Additionally, Evans notes: ‘(i) Verbal categories listed in square brackets are relatively marked
examples where the modal case is independently varied from the verbal TAMP for particular semantic
effects. (ii) Modal case forms are cited in their canonical form’ (2003: 208).
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TABLE 4.3 Combinations of modal cases with verbal TAMP in Kayardild
Verbal categories

Corresponding
modal case

Semantic
category

ACTual (Affirmative and Negative)
IMMEDiate
POTential (Affirmative and Negative) [giving
‘actual ability’ meaning]
APPRehensive [giving ‘actually occurring
undesirable event’ meaning]

LOCative
{-kiya}

Instantiated

POTential (Affirmative and Negative)
APPRehensive [giving ‘future undesirable’
meaning]

PROPrietive
{-kuru}

Future

PAST
ALMOST
PRECONdition

ABLative
{-kinaba}

Prior

APPRehensive
DESIDerative
HORTative (Affirmative and Negative)

OBLique
{-inja}

Emotive

DIRECted

ALLative
{-kiring}

Inceptive

IMPerative (Affirmative and Negative)
Continuative NOMinalization

Zero

—

In the following example from Evans (2003: 207), past tense verb inflection
is used together with the modal ablative (glossed m.abl) to express the
semantic category labelled by Evans as ‘prior’:
(6)

dangka-a
burldi-jarra yarbuth-ina thabuju-karra-nguni-na
man-nom hit-pst
bird-m.abl brother-gen-ins-m.abl
wangal-nguni-na
boomerang-ins-m.abl
‘The man hit the bird with brother’s boomerang.’

And in the following example (Evans 2003: 208), the ‘potential’ verb inflection
is used together with the modal proprietive (glossed m.prop) to express
futurity or ability:
(7) dangka-a burldi-ju yarbuth-u
thabuju-karra-ngun-u
man-nom hit-pot
bird-m.prop brother-gen-ins-m.prop
wangal-ngun-u
boomerang-ins-m.prop
‘The man will/can hit the bird with brother’s boomerang.’
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Although this covariation of TAMP marking on verbs and noun phrases
has been considered a strong candidate for an agreement analysis (see Evans
2003, and references therein to Hale 1973, Klokeid 1976, and Hale 1998 on
Lardil, also a Tangkic language), a closer look at the table of correspondences
reveals that all but one modal cases and some verbal TAMP categories can
be re-used in different combinations to yield different semantics. Evans
(2003: 210) gives the following examples: holding the modal case constant at
the modal proprietive, one can vary the verb’s polarity into the negative
potential (expressing ‘will not/cannot’), or the apprehensive (expressing
‘watch out or . . . ’). Or, holding the verbal inflection constant at the potential,
one can vary the modal case into the modal locative (expressing ‘was able to’,
i.e. using the modal locative to ‘locate’, in actual modality, the ability denoted
by the verbal potential inflection).
In my view, the fact that the covariation is not fixed but instead the
inflections can (to some extent) be mixed and matched to achieve different
meanings for the clause – each meaning expressing a particular value of
TAMP – should preclude it from being analysed as agreement. As the alternative, Evans (2003: 209 fn. 10, 219–221) considers analysing the phenomenon
as government of the noun phrases’ case by the verbal inflection. This is
prompted by the fact that the verbal inflections and the corresponding modal
case inflections are not isomorphic, and by the investigation of the diachrony
of this phenomenon: the current constructions originate from ‘oblique constructions’, that is, subordinate clauses under certain conditions where case
was distributed over the clause under government. Problems with this analysis are the following: again, we do not find the expected fixed correspondence
between the verbal categories and modal cases; instead, the selected combination of the categories depends on semantics; furthermore, as observed by
Evans, ‘we would need to relax our definition of government so that it is not
seen as stemming just from lexical properties of the governor ( . . . ), but can
also stem from inflectional values’ (2003: 220). Weighing both options, Evans
(2003: 221) concludes that, even though the construction appears to be a
hybrid between agreement and government, it is easier to see it as the latter by
opening the notion of government to allow it to be assigned by inflectional
values (e.g. tense) rather than just lexical features (e.g. case frame).
Although without a theory of canonical government it is difficult to assess
fully the option of analysing modal case in Kayardild as government, a yet
different analysis appears to be plausible. Namely, it is widely accepted that
tense, aspect, mood, and polarity are features of the clause, with a value of
TAMP normally selected for the clause rather than for an individual element
in the clause. Tense, aspect, mood, and polarity are typically morphosemantic
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features, whose values correlate with different meanings and are dictated by
semantic choice. Cross-linguistically, TAMP categories are frequently complex, combining values of the different features (e.g. tense plus aspect, or tense
plus aspect plus mood, etc.) into portmanteaux, or distributing the available
marking over the verbal complex in a ‘non-compositional’ way (see, for
example, the discussion of periphrastic TAMP in Bulgarian, Popova this
volume). It would not be unusual to claim that the TAMP category in
Kayardild was expressed in a complex way, that is that two different markers
were needed to express one TAMP value, one marker coming from the set of
verbal suffixes, and another from the set of modal cases. Since TAMP is a
feature of the clause, and since Kayardild has an evident tendency to mark
feature values multiply (‘on all words over which they have semantic or
syntactic scope’, Evans 2003: 103), here we once again see the selected value
marked on more than one element in the clause in Kayardild.
Therefore, I suggest that the multirepresentation of the modal case component of the TAMP marking in Kayardild is due to the semantic choice of
the particular TAMP value for the clause, and to the requirement that in
Kayardild TAMP has to be marked on all elements of the syntactic verb
phrase (that is, all elements within the syntactic verb phrase have to bear
modal case). Hence, this situation falls in category [B] along with TAMP in
Bulgarian.

4.6.3 Complementizing case
Complementizing cases in Kayardild indicate various types of interclausal
relation such as being a clausal complement, and they are also frequently
triggered by ‘odd pivot’ conditions (that is, when the pivot shared between
clauses is not subject of both) (Evans 2003: 211–213). Furthermore, clauses
bearing complementizing case are frequently used independently as a result of
‘insubordination’, that is the (often conventionalized) ellipsis of the main
clause (Evans 2003: 221, fn. 21; 2007). The following examples (from Evans
2003: 212) illustrate the use of complementizing oblique (glossed c.obl) and
complementizing locative (glossed c.loc):
(8) ngada
kurri-ja,
dangka-ntha
burldi-jarra-ntha
1sg.nom
see-act
man-c.obl
hit-pst-c.obl
yarbuth-inaa-ntha
thabuju-karra-nguni-naa-ntha
bird-m.abl-c.obl
brother-gen-ins-m.abl-c.obl
wangal-nguni-naa-nth
boomerang-ins-m.abl-c.obl
‘I saw that the man had hit the bird with (my) brother’s boomerang.’
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(9) bilda
kurri-ja, ngakulda
bakiin-ki
burldi-jarra-ya
3pl.nom see-act 12pl.nom
all-c.loc
hit-pst-c.loc
yarbuth-inaba-ya
thabuju-karra-nguni-naba-ya
bird-m.abl-c.loc brother-gen-ins-m.abl-c.loc
wangal-nguni-naba-y
boomerang-ins-m.abl-c.loc
‘They saw that we all (including you) had hit the bird with brother’s
boomerang.’
Evans (2003: 212) notes that locative complementizing case is blocked from
appearing on pronouns, which therefore default to the nominative (as can be
seen in example (9)), but otherwise appears everywhere in the clause. The
choice between the complementizing oblique and the complementizing locative (the only two complementizing cases available) is due to semantics: if the
subject of the clausal complement is first person inclusive, the clause has to
take the complementizing locative case, and in all other instances the clause
takes the complementizing oblique. However, with second person subjects
either case may be used, and the choice depends on ‘subtle factors of solidarity’, namely ‘c.loc, with its first inclusive affinities, is used when the speaker
wants to group him/herself with the addressee, while c.obl is used when no
such grouping is sought’ (Evans 1995: 493–495).
Complementizing case was originally due to agreement of an entire subordinate clause with a case-marked noun phrase antecedent in the main clause,
but changes to the main clause case system have obscured this (Evans 1995:
543–549; 2003: 212, 221). In Evans’s assessment (2003: 225), this phenomenon
receives the largest number of question marks in answer to whether it fulfils
Corbett’s (2003, also 2006) criteria for canonical agreement. Synchronically,
there is no controlling antecedent, and clauses marked for complementizing
case can be used independently of the main clause. A government analysis is
not plausible either, for three reasons: the possibility of the clauses being
independent; the lack of governor in instances of complementizing case
assigned under ‘odd pivot conditions’; and the fact that the choice of the
complementizing case is driven by semantics.
In fact, complementizing cases in Kayardild appear to be analogous to
instances of semantic cases, such as the instrumental case in familiar languages
which is assigned to a unit (a noun phrase) on the basis of semantic choice.
Complementizing cases are, similarly, assigned to a unit (a clause) with which
the speaker chooses to express a statement (‘complementing information’)
about some participant in the main clause or in the discourse (including an
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omitted ‘understood’ participant). The choice of complementizing case value
(oblique vs. locative) is clearly determined by semantics: it depends on the
interpretation of the subject of the subordinate clause (and not on any features
of the main clause). It has to be marked on all elements of the unit because this is
how Kayardild distributes all inflectional information. Hence, I do not hesitate
to propose that this phenomenon also falls in category [B].

4.6.4 Associating case
Associating case is used in connection with nominalizations. The nominalizing
suffix is one of two types of inflection in Kayardild that change the morphological word class of the element without changing its syntactic word class. Nominalized verbs are syntactically verbal, but they are morphologically nominal and
take normal nominal case inflections (Evans 1995: 89–90). Nominalized verbs
may head certain types of dependent clause, or – if they are used in a main
clause – indicate continuous aspect (i.e. mark ongoing uncompleted actions).
All noun phrases in a clause headed by a nominalized verb (except the
subject and a few noun phrase types linked with it, e.g. secondary predicates
on the subject) have to carry an ‘associating oblique’ case (glossed a.obl) after
any other case suffix they may have (adnominal, relational, and/or modal)
(Evans 2003: 213). Examples (from Evans 2003: 213) include:
(10) ngada
yalawu-n-da
yakuri-nja
1sg.nom catch-nmlz-nom fish-a.obl
mijil-nguni-nj
net-ins-a.obl
‘I am catching fish with brother’s net.’

thabuju-karra-nguni-nja
brother-gen-ins-a.obl

(11) ngada
kurri-jarra bilwan-jina [ yalawu-n-kina
1sg.nom see-pst
them-m.abl
catch-nmlz-m.abl
yakuri-naa-ntha
thabuju-karra-nguni-naa-ntha
fish-m.abl-a.obl brother-gen-ins-m.abl-a.obl
mijil-nguni-naa-nth ]
net-ins-m.abl-a.obl
‘I saw them catching fish with brother’s net.’
Again, the covariation of verbal nominalization and associating case makes
the phenomenon available for consideration as agreement. However, as Evans
(2003: 222) remarks, the information on the verb and the host noun phrase is
‘less obviously of the same type’ (the verb is specified as being nominalized,
while elements of the noun phrase are specified as taking an associating
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oblique); the inflection on the verb changes its morphological class form (to
nominal), but the inflection on the noun phrase leaves its members unchanged in word class. In my view, while it might be marginally possible to
see agreement just in the fact that the verb becomes (morphologically) a
noun, and other (target) elements have to agree with it, the key question
remains: what do the targets agree in? Kayardild has no gender and the
proposed feature has no relation to any independent nominal classification
that would need to be proposed for the language outside this construction.
There is no plausible agreement feature that could be posited here for the
elements to agree in.
Evans (2003: 222) suggests that associating case might be considered an
instance of government, ‘being a relation between a verbal head and its
object(s) and other dependents’; the noun phrase is required to carry an
associating oblique ‘much in the same way that nominalized verbs in many
languages govern the genitive, with the exception that the associating oblique
is added on to other cases rather than simply replacing them’. Evans expresses
concern about how to account for the process through which the associating
case value is distributed through the whole noun phrase – however, as I
already argued earlier, on a constituency view of syntax case is governed
over a constituent, and it may impose the same feature value simultaneously
on all members of the constituent. Therefore, associating case can indeed be
analysed as government of case by the nominalized verb over the noun phrase
it heads. Hence, it belongs in category [C].
The final question that can be posed with respect to associating case is
whether it qualifies to be a feature at all, considering that it appears to have
only one value: the associating oblique. In situations such as negative concord, it is reasonable to argue that the phenomenon does not qualify to be a
feature because ‘positive’ polarity is not information that can be assigned to a
value – it is, rather, simply lack of information (see Section 4.2.4 above).
However, since the value of associating case is imposed by a syntactic
rule, rather than being an optional semantic addition, we would want to
recognize associating case as a morphosyntactic feature of government, even if
the feature appeared to have only one value. Nevertheless, we also observe
that the associating oblique is an additional function of the oblique case
value which belongs to the set of two values: oblique and locative. Both values
participate in the complementizing function, while only one value, the
oblique, participates in the associating function. Therefore, despite being
glossed here as a unique case (a.obl), the associating oblique is really an
oblique case (obl) which can be used in an associating function in addition to
its other uses.
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4.6.5 Multiple TAMP inflection on elements bearing verbalizing case
Multiple marking of elements with verbalizing case in Kayardild was already
mentioned in Section 4.6.1. Verbalizing cases express a range of case-like
meanings such as beneficiary, direction of motion, purpose, and so on
(Evans 1995: 89), and I argued in 4.6.1 that they were best analysed as either
instances of government of case over a noun phrase, or instances of choice of a
semantic case value for a noun phrase. In this section I discuss a different
aspect of the phenomenon of verbalizing case in Kayardild, namely the
simultaneous marking of the TAMP category on all elements bearing verbalizing case.
Verbalizing cases are the other type of suffix in Kayardild (the first one
being the nominalizing suffix) which changes the morphological word class of
the element without changing its syntactic word class. Verbalizing cases attach
to each member of the relevant noun phrase, thereby turning each element
into a morphological verb. The elements bearing verbalizing case then take
the full set of TAMP inflections identical to those found on verbs. They can
also take the middle derivational morpheme used in passives and reflexives,
and can undergo nominalization using the regular nominalizing suffix or the
resultative nominalization. With these suffixes, the verbalized elements are
morphologically indistinguishable from verbs, though they continue to occupy their original structural (syntactic) positions (in terms of the ordering
within noun phrases) (Evans 2003: 214). The following are examples of clauses
with a beneficiary noun phrase marked for verbalizing dative (glossed v.dat)
(Evans 2003: 215):
(12)

ngada
waa-jarra wangarr-ina
1sg.nom sing-pst
song-m.abl
thabuju-maru-tharra
brother-v.dat-pst
‘I sang a song for my brother.’

ngijin-maru-tharra
my-v.dat-pst

(13)

ngada
waa-nangku
wangarr-u
1sg.nom sing-neg.pot song-m.prop
thabuju-maru-nangku
brother-v.dat-neg.pot
‘I won’t sing a song for my brother.’

ngijin-maru-nangku
my-v.dat-neg.pot

Multirepresentation of the TAMP inflection in clauses with verbalizing case
in Kayardild has been regarded as another strong contender for an agreement
phenomenon: agreement in TAMP (Evans 2003: 214–215, 222–223). However,
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arguing against this analysis Evans (2003: 223) points out that the phenomenon ‘lacks directionality’ and that ‘the category is clausal rather than lexical.
In other words, one cannot make a convincing case that the TAMP inflections, on nominals inflected for verbalizing case, are controlled by those on
the verb, since an equally plausible account is that both verb and nominals
simply reflect, in parallel, the clausal semantics of tense, aspect and mood.’
This means that, with respect to both the status of elements involved, as well
as the possession of the feature value, the featural dependency is symmetrical
rather than asymmetrical. Discussing the same phenomenon, Corbett confirms that the argument as to whether we have agreement in TAMP should
run parallel to that concerning the assignment of case to (the elements
within) a noun phrase; assuming we adopt the constituency approach to
syntax, ‘if one believes that tense, aspect, mood and polarity are features of
the clause, then marking of these features unusually on items other than on
the verb is symmetrical marking and hence not (canonical) agreement’
(2006: 139).
Two further arguments corroborate this conclusion. First and more importantly, Evans (1995: 163–164) states that it is possible to omit the main verb in
constructions involving verbalizing case. He remarks that this is also allowed
with some normal cases, but is more frequent with verbalizing cases. He
interprets this as ‘being due to the rich semantics of verbal[izing] cases,
which often allows the main verb action to be inferred’. An example is
(Evans 1995: 164):
(14)

ngada
dathin-kiiwa-thu
1sg.nom that-v.all-pot
‘I will go to that cave.’

ngilirr-iiwa-thu
cave-v.all-pot

If such instances were to be analysed as agreement of the verbalized elements in
TAMP, arguably there would be no controller with which the elements could
agree. Second, while the categories of tense, aspect, mood, and polarity could
plausibly function as features of agreement, the fact that elements bearing
verbalizing case can also carry the same nominalization marker (which appears at the same locus as TAMP) as the verb raises the question of what feature
that would be.
My conclusion is that the best analysis of multiple TAMP inflection on
elements bearing verbalizing case in Kayardild is indeed to regard it as a
clausal rather than lexical category, where a particular value of TAMP is
selected for the clause following a semantic choice. The multirepresentation
of TAMP inflection is due to the requirement that in Kayardild TAMP has to
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be marked on all elements of the verbal complex, that is, on the main verb
together with all other verbalized elements (which are morphologically
verbs). (Compare this to the phenomenon discussed in 4.6.2, where all
elements within a syntactic verb phrase have to bear modal case.) Hence,
this situation falls in category [B].18

4.6.6 Multiple TAMP inflection on elements in a verbal group/complex
Finally, Evans (2003: 215–216, 223–224) mentions one more potential site for
agreement in Kayardild. This is a construction which involves a more familiar
‘verbal group’, that is, a sequence of serialized verbs consisting of an obligatory
main verb plus up to two further verbs functioning as markers of associated
motion, adverbial quantification and aspect. They appear in a fixed order in a
single intonational group, and the meaning of the group may be non-compositional. In Kayardild, all verbs in a verbal group take identical values for
TAMP, as in the following example (Evans 2003: 223, also cited and discussed
in Corbett 2006: 140), where the two verbs of the verbal group match in tense:
(15)

niya
kuujuu-jarra thaa-tharr
3sg.nom swim-pst
return-pst
‘He went off for a swim.’

Note that the verb thaa-tha ‘return’ here means ‘go off and V’ rather than ‘V
and return’; therefore (15) could be uttered in a situation when someone has
gone off for a swim and not necessarily returned from the swimming yet.
Evans emphasizes that the past tense ‘is used because of a rule that all words in
a verbal group must agree in TAMP, not because it is independently locating
“returning” in the past’ (2003: 223–224).
Examples like (15), of tense and other verbal features matching within a serial
verb complex, are common in serial verb constructions, and the following

18 Alternatively, a case might possibly be made for analysing this phenomenon (or at least some
instances of this phenomenon) as situation of type [A], that is, a clause-level feature which is specified
for the relevant elements one by one, each time with the same semantic justification. The phrase
‘[sing] [for-my] [for-brother]’ is a verbal group, with the elements other than the main verb bearing a
verbalizing case. We may be able to say that negation is specified individually for each element to yield:
‘[not-sing]’, ‘[not-(do-something)-for-my]’, and ‘[not-(do-something)-for-brother]’. This stretches
the semantic interpretation, but probably no more than some other examples of simultaneous
marking that we may be tempted to consider to be situations of type [A]. More importantly, this
points to the fact that, just as we do not have clear criteria (based on a canonical approach) to
distinguish government from agreement, we also do not have any clear criteria to distinguish situation
[A] from situation [B] when a feature value is multirepresented in a domain.
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sentence illustrates the same phenomenon from Paama (Paamese) (Oceanic, a
language of Vanuatu; Crowley 2002: 68):
(16)

ni-suvulu
1sg:dist.fut-climb.down
‘I will climb down.’

ni-hiitaa
1sg:dist.fut-descend

netano
down

As suggested by Corbett (2006: 140), in examples such as (15) and (16) it is still
possible to view the verbal group as a semantic and syntactic unit, and a
TAMP value as being assigned to this unit. This is consistent with viewing a
serial verb construction as ‘a sequence of verbs which act together as a single
predicate without any overt marker of coordination, subordination, or syntactic dependency of any other sort. Serial verb constructions describe what
is conceptualized as a single event’ (Aikhenvald 2006: 1, though see Baker
and Harvey 2010 for discussion of serial verb constructions vs. co-verb
constructions).
Therefore, I conclude that the matching of TAMP values in verbal groups,
as in (15) and (16), is also better treated as an instance of simultaneous
marking of the TAMP value within the verbal group, rather than an instance
of agreement of non-head verbs in TAMP with the head verb. I consistently
regard TAMP inflection as a clausal rather than lexical category, and view a
particular value of TAMP as being selected for the clause following a semantic
choice. The multirepresentation of TAMP inflection is due to the requirement
that in Kayardild TAMP has to be marked on all elements of the verbal
complex, that is, on the main verb together with other verbs in the verb
group. As Evans (2003: 223) observes, this looks like a very similar phenomenon to that described in Section 4.6.5, ‘except that now it is agreement
between straightforward verbs rather than between a verb and nominals
whose inflections have converted them into morphological verbs’. (Also,
compare this once again to the phenomenon discussed in Section 4.6.2,
where all elements within a syntactic verb phrase have to bear modal case.)
Hence, I propose that this phenomenon also falls in category [B].
Evans (2003: 223) emphasizes that the crucial difference between this
phenomenon and TAMP multirepresented in clauses with verbalizing case
is that, in some constructions with serial verbs, ‘one cannot derive the choice
of TAMP inflection on certain non-head verbs directly from the clausal
semantics’. Evans attributes this choice to direct agreement with the head
verb, but still remarks that the multirepresentation of TAMP in this phenomenon is characterized by informational equivalence and lack of directionality
(2003: 217, fn. 15, 218). In response, I repeat the following arguments against an
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agreement analysis from the discussion of TAMP marking in clauses with
verbalizing case: first, TAMP is a clausal not lexical category; and second, the
possibility of multiple marking of nominalization in the verbal group suggests
that the phenomenon is not agreement because nominalization could hardly
be regarded as a feature of agreement.
In the scheme of featural dependencies proposed here, Evans’s distinction
between compositionality and non-compositionality of the verbal group
can be expressed as the difference between situation [A] and situation [B],
respectively. That is, any instances of simultaneous marking of a feature
value on more than one element which can be justified individually at
each element fall in category [A], while any instances of simultaneous marking of a feature value on more than one element which results from the
semantic choice of a feature value for an informational or phrasal unit fall in
category [B].

4.7 Conclusions for the inventory of morphosyntactic features
All six phenomena of Kayardild discussed above have been considered candidates for agreement phenomena, even though they do not fulfil the criteria for
canonical agreement. Since we do not yet have comparable criteria to identify
and describe other types of featural dependencies (government, and semantically imposed features), I attempted to identify the space occupied by all these
dependencies, and subsequently reanalysed the Kayardild phenomena using
the criteria according to which this space is carved up by the dependencies.
The intuition behind this decision was that, within the space of featural
dependencies, the phenomena which may arguably be regarded as noncanonical agreement are perhaps better analysed as (more) canonical instances of a different featural dependency.
This new look at the problem cases of Kayardild has resulted in my
suggestion that:
(a) multiple case marking of relational, adnominal, and verbalizing cases
are either instances of government of case over a noun phrase (category
[C]), or instances of assignment of case to a noun phrase for semantic
reasons (category [B]);
(b) modal case is a component of the TAMP marking, with the
particular TAMP value selected for the clause for semantic reasons
(category [B]);
(c) complementizing case is a type of semantic case specified for a clause for
semantic reasons (category [B]);
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associating case is a type of case governed by the nominalized verb over
the nominal phrase it heads (category [C]);

In all four instances above, multirepresentation of a case value is due to the
generalization in the lexicon that nominal elements have to realize all cases
they are assigned (that is, in general, ‘case suffixes appear on all words over
which they have semantic or syntactic scope’, Evans 1995: 103).
(e)

multiple TAMP inflection on elements bearing verbalizing case is due to
a particular value of TAMP having been selected for the clause following
a semantic choice, and to the requirement that TAMP be marked on all
elements of the verbal complex (so, either category [B], or category [A]
in those instances where the feature value can be semantically justified
for every element individually);
(f) multiple TAMP inflection on elements in a verbal group/complex is due
to a particular value of TAMP having been selected for the clause
following a semantic choice, and to the requirement that TAMP
be marked on all elements of the verbal group (verbal complex)
(so, typically, category [B], though it could be category [A] in those
instances where the feature value can be semantically justified at every
element individually).
These conclusions are consistent with a view of case as a relational feature that
expresses a syntactic and/or semantic function of the constituent that carries
the particular case value. So, as expected, in Kayardild we find structural
(governed) cases and semantic (semantically imposed) cases. But we do not
find agreement in case. Agreement in case is rare, and the best examples are
found on predicate adjectives, as in the following sentence from Polish (cited
in Dziwirek 1990: 147; see also Corbett 2006: 134). Here, the genitive case value
on the predicate adjective matches the genitive case value of the quantified
noun of the subject noun phrase (the following example is repeated from (2)
in Section 4.3.1):
(17)

Sześć
kobiet
six.nom woman.pl.gen
‘Six women were sad.’

był-o
was-n.3sg

smutnych.
sad.pl.gen

Kayardild presents an extreme example of case stacking (as far as I am aware it
is a record-breaker, allowing up to four case markers to be stacked)19, and the
19 Furthermore, Evans suggests that, theoretically, more than four case inflections could occur, but
he has no naturally occurring examples, nor has he been able to elicit any or have such made-up
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best explanation for this multirepresentation of case in phrases must be that
there is a generalization in the lexicon specifying that nominal elements in
Kayardild have to realize all cases they are assigned.20 Since I have argued that
cases in Kayardild are assigned to whole constituents either by government or
by semantic choice, there is no need to invoke agreement to account for
multiple case marking in Kayardild.
Finally, I have also argued that the assignment of particular tense, aspect,
mood, and polarity values in Kayardild is due solely to a semantic choice, and
their multirepresentation in the clause or the informational unit (such as a
verbal group) is also due to the fact that Kayardild marks feature values on all
relevant elements. This conclusion is consistent with the widely held view that
tense, aspect, mood, and polarity are features of the clause (rather than being
interpreted at the level of lexical items). If this conclusion is accepted, we have
to exclude tense, aspect, mood, and polarity from the inventory of morphosyntactic features since their analysis as possible features of agreement can no
longer be supported.
Hence, on the basis of cross-linguistic evidence found so far, the only
features which qualify for inclusion in the inventory of morphosyntactic
features are:
"
"
"
"
"
"

number (a common feature of agreement)
gender (a common feature of agreement)
person (a common feature of agreement)
respect (a rare feature of agreement)
case (a rare feature of agreement, and a common feature of government)
definiteness (a rare morphosyntactic feature, probably of agreement,
although this has not yet been established with certainty because we
currently lack the criteria to describe [non-]canonical government).

4.8 Closing remarks
Features are a central notion in linguistics, yet very often they are taken for
granted, and linguists have not had a commonly agreed-upon inventory of

examples accepted; ‘[t]his is probably due to processing limitations rather than a strict grammatical
constraint’ (1995: 114).
20 This does not exclude the possibility of there being exceptions to this general rule, for example
regarding some subclasses of elements – for example, pronouns under certain conditions (e.g. as
subjects of complement clauses or objects of imperatives) are excepted from case marking.
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these basic units of description. The Features Project undertaken in Surrey
began to construct such an inventory, focusing on morphosyntactic features.
The analysis of feature realization types and considerations of symmetry may
provide a new basis for formulating criteria with which to systematize features
and establish appropriate inventories for linguists to build on.
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